1. Ralph Northam on partial birth abortions - "If a mother is in labor, I can tell you exactly what
would happen. The infant would be delivered. The infant would be kept comfortable. The infant
would be resuscitated if that’s what the mother and the family desired, and then a discussion
would ensue between the physicians and the mother.”
vs
16. Nancy Pelosi - “It is almost a false argument to say we have a spending problem.”
2. Cenk Uygur - “The Founding Fathers were in a sense the original #Antifa.”
vs
15. Elizabeth Warren - “We need to rebuild our immigration system from top to bottom,
starting by replacing ICE with something that reflects our morality and that works.”
3. Ilhan Omar - “CAIR was founded after 9/11, because they recognized that some people did
something and that all of us were starting to lose access to our civil liberties.”
vs
14. Ibram X. Kendi - “What’s the problem with being ‘not racist’? It is a claim that signifies
neutrality: ‘I am not a racist, but neither am I aggressively against racism.’ But there is no
neutrality in the racism struggle. The opposite of ‘racist’ isn’t ‘not racist.’ It is ‘antiracist.’”
4. Don Lemon - “We have to stop demonizing people and realize the biggest terror threat in
this country is white men, most of them radicalized to the right, and we have to start doing
something about them. There is no travel ban on them.”
vs
13. Andrew Cuomo to Ron Desantis - “I say to them all, look at the numbers. You played politics
with this virus and you lost."

5. Ayanna Pressley - "Poverty is not naturally occurring; it is a policy choice."
vs
12. Keith Olbermann - “Why are we wasting vaccinations on Texas if Texas has decided to join
the side of the virus?”
6. AOC -"Any person who thinks that a $15 minimum wage is a crazy socialist agenda is living
in a dystopian capitalist nightmare."
vs
11. George Takei - “When you defend so-called ‘biological sex,’ you sound scientifically ignorant
and you elevate transphobia.”
7. Alyssa Milano - “Anti-maskers are the same people who think they need an AR-15 for
‘protection’... a mask will protect you *more* than an AR-15 will.”
vs
10. Joe Biden- “Look, John [McCain’s] last-minute economic plan does nothing to tackle the
number one job facing the middle class, and it happens to be, as Barack says, a three-letter
word: jobs. J-O-B-S.”
8. Bernie Sanders - “Let us wage a moral and political war against the billionaires.”
vs
9. Kamala Harris - "It is status quo thinking to believe that putting more police on the streets
creates more safety. That’s wrong. It’s just wrong.”

